I n just a few short years, Australian law has seen a burgeoning of pre-emptive controls on the liberty of certain individuals so as to prevent criminal activity. Starting with sex offenders around the turn of the century, more recently the net has widened so as to catch would-be terrorists and now also members of motorcycle clubs or ‘bikie gangs’. Despite attempts to portray these Commonwealth, state and territory legislative developments as a contemporary extension of historical antecedents, it is undeniable that so-called ‘control orders’ imposing specific restrictions on individuals, absent any prior criminal conviction, are an unprecedented phenomenon in Australia.2

The purpose of this article is twofold. First, I consider the role which incremental developments in the constitutional jurisprudence of the High Court have played in facilitating the emergence of such orders and argue that the Court has steadily cleared the way for greater experimentation by Australian legislatures in devising pre-crime schemes of this sort. Second, I examine the recent enactments of South Australia3 and New South Wales4 enabling the proscription of certain groups, which although publicly justified as measures to curb bikie-related violence could easily be employed against any organisation. Both schemes are clumsy amalgams of the preventative mechanisms of proscription and control orders featured in recent Commonwealth anti-terrorism legislation. The article concludes with a brief discussion of the recent South Australian Supreme Court decision5 which found the law in that jurisdiction to be unconstitutional. Far from being a major victory for civil liberties, I shall argue that the result, while not insignificant, is merely a setback for the advance of the preventative justice project in the longer term.

The new jurisprudence of ‘Control’

In the mid-1990s High Court authority strongly suggested that the strict separation of judicial power under Chapter III of the Commonwealth Constitution (‘the Boilermakers principle’)6 limited the extent to which legislation could confer powers of detention upon the executive or the courts. Although the case of Chu Kheng Lim v Minister for Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affairs7 upheld the executive detention of aliens under the Migration Act 1958 (Cth), Brennan, Deane and Dawson JJ famously declared the significance of the separation of judicial power for the liberty of citizens as follows:

putting to one side exceptional cases,8 the involuntary detention of a citizen in custody by the State is penal or punitive in character and, under our system of government, exists only as an incident of the exclusively judicial function of adjudging and punishing criminal guilt.9

The effect of this appeared to be twofold: first, involuntary detention is, subject to some exceptions, the domain of the judicial arm of government; and second, its use is restricted to punishment of persons found guilty of a criminal offence. The idea that the legislature could authorize a federal court to deprive citizens of their freedom on some other basis involving the application of non-judicial power was firmly rejected by their Honours as inconsistent with the insulation of Chapter III courts from the political arms of government by the Constitution.10

In Kable v Director of Public Prosecutions (NSW)11 the Court struck down the Community Protection Act 1994 (NSW) on the basis that it conferred upon the Supreme Court of that state a function which was incompatible with its occasional exercise of federal judicial power under section 77(iii) of the Constitution.12 Curiously, the Act applied in respect of only a specified individual against whom s 5(1) empowered the Supreme Court to make a detention order if satisfied on reasonable grounds that:

(a) the person is more likely than not to commit a serious act of violence; and
(b) it is appropriate, for the protection of a particular person or persons or the community generally, that the person be held in custody.

The majority of the High Court found that this scheme compromised the institutional integrity of the Supreme Court by making it appear an instrument of the executive’s policy to maintain the imprisonment of the individual in question without recourse to ordinary legal processes.13 This was offensive to the integrity of judicial power under the Constitution.14

While the use of the Constitution’s separation of judicial power to invalidate a state Act was a surprising offshoot of the Boilermakers principle, Kable did not simply extend that principle to the states. The majority recognised that a State Court could still hold non-judicial powers — it just required these not to be incompatible with judicial power.

In Baker v R, Kirby J lamented the fact that the course of later decisions had rendered Kable ‘a constitutional guard-dog that would bark but once’.15 In his Honour’s view, ‘a principle of general operation was stated’.
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but later cases have stressed the narrow significance of the Kable decision for individual freedom. This became most apparent in the 2004 case of Fardon v Attorney-General (Queensland),[16] in which the court considered the validity of Dangerous Prisoners (Sexual Offenders) Act 2003 (Qld) granting the Supreme Court the power to make interim or continuing detention orders against a prisoner currently serving time for a serious sexual offence. A 6:1 majority of the Court found the law to be valid, assisted by the several procedural features which distinguished the Act from that which was challenged in Kable — not least of which being that it was of general application.

Crucially, ‘the common and defining constitutional characteristic — that they imposed punishment for possible rather than proven criminal conduct’[17] — was not seen by the Fardon majority as dictating the result through an application of Kable. Although the latter was preserved as a source of principle,[18] it was effectively focused on issues of process rather than substance. On whether the central function conferred by the legislation was antithetical to judicial power, Fardon gave no clear answer. Although Justice McHugh found that ‘when determining an application under the Act, the Supreme Court is exercising judicial power’,[19] and Justices Gummow and Kirby appeared to take the contrary position,[20] the remainder of the Court confined themselves to finding that the legislation did ‘not confer functions which were incompatible with the proper discharge of judicial responsibilities or with the exercise of judicial power’[21] — all that was required in order for the Act to stave off a challenge under the Kable principle.

In Thomas v Mowbray[22] there was no avoiding this question, since Division 104 of the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) empowers the federal judiciary to issue control orders against individuals merely when satisfied on the balance of probabilities that this will ‘substantially assist in preventing a terrorist act’. A repetition of the fairly coy indications given by the majority in Fardon would clearly have been insufficient to decide the case.

The Chief Justice said:

The power to restrict or interfere with a person’s liberty on the basis of what that person might do in the future, rather than on the basis of a judicial determination of what the person has done, which involves interfering with legal rights, and creating new legal obligations, rather than resolving a dispute about existing rights and obligations, is in truth a power that has been, and is, exercised by courts in a variety of circumstances.[23]

These powers, while not distinctly judicial, may however take their character as such from their exercise by judicial bodies. His Honour found that control orders were within this class and gave examples of similar powers, such as bail and apprehended violence orders (AVOs), though he conceded that these ‘analogies are not exact’.[24]

While there is undoubtedly both a predictive and protective dimension to much judicial work, two fundamental characteristics of terrorism control orders distinguish them from other preventative orders currently existing in Australia. First, as the orders are issued by federal courts, and the strict separation between judicial and non-judicial power must therefore be observed, their similarity to state orders such as AVOs can hardly be determinative. Second, Division 104 orders are available irrespective of whether the subject has already been found guilty of a crime (a feature of sex offender community protection orders) or if at least a party to court proceedings currently on foot (such as bail or injunctive relief under the Family Law Act 1975 (Cth)).

The breadth of at least one of the two threshold tests for the making of a control order — that it would ‘substantially assist in preventing a terrorist act’ — is hard to square with the concept of judicial rather than executive power, no matter what legal technique may be developed around its exercise. In particular, as the Court itself admitted, it is not necessary for the subject to be even suspected of any terrorism-related activity.[25] If there is anything to be thankful for in the new legislation targeting bikies it is that the grounds for making a control order are at least dependent on the individual’s alleged behaviour or status in some way.

Clearly, the High Court has come quite some way from the joint judgment in Chu Kheng Lim. Although the majority in Thomas distinguished the joint judgment in that case on the basis that their Honours had spoken only of ‘detention in custody by the State’, it seems reasonable to suspect that the arrival of control orders in Australian law was simply beyond their imagining. No clear rationale has been given in the years since as to why we should be more accepting of major curtailments of individual liberty stopping just short of incarceration.

The very idea of judicial power affording protection to the individual has been steadily diminished by expansions of the judicial function to include measures which are generally protective of the community from the dangers presented by paedophiles, terrorists and now bikies. In Thomas, the Chief Justice argued that it is better for individual liberty if the judicial arm accepts a primary role in considering what may be necessary for the ‘protection of the public’. It might actually be more complex than that, but in pursuit of this logic the Court seemed little troubled by the Boilermakers doctrine. Therefore, the message sent by the High Court in Thomas was not just that federal judicial power is far more flexible and accommodating than perhaps previously thought, but that State Courts, constrained by that doctrine only via the apparently modest ambit of the Kable principle, may proceed to fulfill protective and preventative functions with increasingly unorthodox features. This has occurred without much attention to the extent which it is desirable to harness the judiciary to the preventative project and what ramifications this might have on the standing of this arm of government.

The state bike laws

The focus of this section is to examine how state legislatures have responded to the judicial cues
The crime of terrorising the Australian community has no equivalent among any other illegal activity and it trivialises the law’s contribution to counter-terrorism to suggest that the same measures can be applied in other, lesser contexts.

This is a fair criticism, but it is hard to know whether the NSW approach is better or worse than South Australia where, in keeping with its close adherence to the Commonwealth’s anti-terrorism laws, the Attorney-General personally makes the declaration to proscribe an organisation.\(^{33}\)

In both States,\(^{34}\) the grounds for declaration are the same, being satisfaction that:

1. Members of the organisation associate for the purpose of organised, planning, facilitating, supporting or engaging in serious criminal activity; and

2. The organisation represents a risk to public safety and order in the State.

In determining these elements, the judge (in NSW) or the Attorney-General (in SA) may have regard to information linking the organisation and serious criminal activity, convictions of current or former members of the organisation or its associates, public submissions and ‘any other matter’ considered relevant.\(^{15}\) The decision-maker may be satisfied of (a) above:

- ‘whether or not’ all the members associate for that purpose or just some of them (who are significant in numbers or influence) do so;
- whether they associate for the same serious criminal activity or different — and possibly unrelated — activities; and
- whether they also associate for some other purpose such as social activity.\(^{36}\)

Despite its use of the judiciary, the COCA contains some striking departures from usual judicial practices. Influenced by the latitude the SA Attorney-General enjoys when making a similar declaration,\(^{37}\) the NSW Parliament dispensed with both the rules of evidence and any requirement for reasons to accompany a declaration made by an eligible judge.\(^{38}\) This reflects the priority placed on maintaining the secrecy of ‘criminal intelligence’.\(^{39}\)

Just as the preservation of national security information has, admittedly with far greater justification, produced distortions to judicial process in terrorism-related court proceedings,\(^{40}\) the bikie laws seek to defend police-gathered information at all costs. Consequently, section 28 of the COCA requires an eligible judge in declaration or control order proceedings to:

- take steps to maintain the confidentiality of information that they consider to be properly classified by the Commissioner as criminal intelligence, including steps to
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receive evidence and hear argument about the information in private in the absence of the parties, their legal representatives and the public.

The equivalent provision in the SOCA control order regime is section 21. Both sections are worded so as to expressly preserve the discretion of the Court to decide whether the information has been ‘properly’ classified by the Commissioner as ‘criminal intelligence’. Thus, they avoid the ambiguity which provoked a constitutional challenge to section 28A of the Liquor Licensing Act 1997 (SA), in K-Generation Pty Ltd v Liquor Licensing Court. The High Court saved that provision by inferring an ability on the part of the Court to determine the correct classification of the information. Additionally, the Court found that although the requirement to ‘take steps’ to preserve the confidentiality of the intelligence was mandatory, the judge retained absolute discretion as to exactly what measures were appropriate to be taken. The closing of the court to the affected parties and their legal representatives was found not to be directed by the legislation.

Once an organisation is listed, the focus switches to individuals. In SA crimes of association immediately apply once a person associates (which includes communicating by letter, telephone or facsimile or by email or other electronic means) on not less than six occasions during a 12-month period with a member of a declared organisation, and he or she knew or was reckless as to the other person’s membership status. One may ‘associate’ on the necessary ‘six occasions’ by communicating or meeting just once with six different members. The maximum penalty for this offence is five years jail. By contrast, NSW does not criminalise any association or activity as a consequence of the legislation.

The laws of both states facilitate the making of control orders against an individual who is a ‘member’ of the declared organisation. Section 14(1) of the SOCA provides that the Magistrates Court ‘must’ make an order against a person if satisfied he or she is a member of a declared organisation. The SOCA also enables an order to be made against an individual who engages in serious criminal activity but is not a member, so long as he or she ‘regularly associates’ with members. In NSW membership is an essential requirement for the issue of an order; along with the existence of other ‘sufficient grounds’.

In SA the effect of an order is to prohibit any subject who is still a member of a declared organisation from associating with other members and also possessing dangerous articles or weapons. Additionally, an order may prohibit the individual from associating or communicating with other people of a specific class, being in certain places or possessing specified things. This is rigorously prescriptive when contrasted to section 19(6) of the COCA which simply says the Supreme Court may ‘make any consequential or ancillary orders it thinks fit’.

There are three direct consequences of the issue of a control order in NSW. Under section 26, it is an offence for one controlled person to associate with another, with the onus being on the defendant to establish that he or she did not and could not reasonably have known of the other person’s status. Additionally, section 27 cancels any licence or authority to run certain businesses, including casinos, security and car repairer businesses held by a controlled person. Lastly, section 26A was added to make it an offence for controlled members to recruit others to the organisation.

In SA, the only offence enlivened as a result of an order being issued is simply that of breaching the terms of the order. Oddly, there is no similar offence in NSW (other than the specific prohibitions in sections 26 and 26A).

In SA, a control order may be issued without giving notice to any affected person. Once the order is served on the individual, he or she is able to lodge an objection in the Magistrates Court, which may confirm, vary or revoke the order. Appeal to the Supreme Court lies from this proceeding, requiring leave on a question of fact. Crucially, aside from this, section 41 of the Act seeks to exclude review of the validity and legality of any other issues — including the original declaration by the Attorney-General and, in any related criminal proceedings, the making of a control order. Section 35 of the COCA is in similar terms, excluding review except as specifically provided for in the Act.

In NSW, an interim order may be made in the subject’s absence with notice being served within 28 days of its making. The interim control order ceases on the making of any final order, which, in turn, persists until it is revoked. Leave to apply for revocation may only be granted if the Court is satisfied there has been a substantial change in the relevant circumstances since the order was made or last varied. Section 24 recognises a right for either party to appeal a decision of the Supreme Court in respect of an order but the order remains in force while this occurs.

The Constitutional challenge to SOCA

Despite the course of judicial decisions accommodating successive incursions of preventative justice into Australian law, in September 2009 the Supreme Court of South Australia determined in the case of Totani v South Australia that the power to issue control orders under section 14(1) of SOCA was constitutionally invalid under the Kable principle. The win by ‘controlled’ members of the Finks motorcycle club has been hailed as a victory for civil liberties, but as always the reality is rather more complex. In this section of the article, I aim to briefly describe the basis for the 2:1 judgment and explain why its limitations ensure that the preventative project will continue largely unabated.

Justice Bleby, with whom Kelly J concurred, devoted a substantial part of his judgment to a survey of the major cases since Kable to produce a list of ‘eleven matters which, in themselves, will not amount to an impermissible impediment to the institutional integrity of a State Court’. This is stark evidence of just how high the bar has been set for an infringement of Kable. That may explain the reluctance of Bleby J to accept the principal submission of the plaintiffs that the procedure
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under section 14(1) was toward a 'directed outcome' which, taken in combination with the special provisions for handling criminal intelligence under section 21, amounted to 'too close a connection either in actuality or appearance' between the judicial and legislative arms of government. Justice Bleby identified a number of issues requiring judicial determination under section 14(1) and refused to read the law as compelling an ex parte hearing of the application.

His Honour went on to assess the legislation in its totality against the Kable principle. Describing the Attorney-General's power to proscribe an organisation under section 10 of SOCA to be an 'essential feature' of the Act, Bleby J found that it operated to prevent the Court when making a control order from inquiring into 'the most factually complex matters that have to be established' — that members of the organisation associate for a criminal purpose and that the entity represents a risk to public safety and order. Under section 41(2), the validity and legality of a declaration is expressly barred from being 'challenged or questioned in any proceedings', leading Bleby J to conclude that:

the process of depriving a person of their right to and freedom of association on pain of imprisonment for up to five years, although formally performed by a State court which exercises Federal jurisdiction, is in fact performed to a large extent by a member of the Executive Government in a manner which gives the appearance of being done by the Court. But the process is devoid of the fundamental protections which the law affords in the making of such an order; namely the right to have significant and possibly disputed factual issues determined by an independent and impartial judicial officer and the right to be informed of and to answer the case put against the person.

Justice Bleby declined to strike out the Attorney-General's power of proscription which 'by itself is a valid exercise of the legislative power of the State'. Instead, it was section 14(1) which fell as requiring the unacceptable grafting of non-judicial powers onto the judicial process in such a way that the outcome is controlled to a significant and unacceptable extent, by an arm of the Executive Government which destroys the Court's integrity as a repository of Federal jurisdiction.
The central ground on which White J dissented from this result was his belief that the Court could take into account a contrary conclusion it reached on the issues considered by the Attorney-General when declared an organisation. His Honour thought these might be applied by the Court when setting the conditions of a control order made under s 14(1). While that may be correct, it seems to strain the point to say that this means that when the Court is making a determination 'it is not bound by the conclusion of the Attorney-General' concerning those circumstances which give rise to the declaration.72

Observers might be forgiven a feeling of déjà vu. After all, the Queensland Supreme Court applied Kable 2:1 to strike down the sex offender legislation in Fardon before the High Court reversed it on appeal. The result in Totani may prove rather more durable given the way in which Bleby J has stressed the interaction of SOCA's provisions as so seriously affecting the liberty of individuals. But predicting the response of the present High Court to the matter is a difficult exercise. As Bleby J's judgment makes clear, the tenor of the cases since Kable has been to discover virtues in legislation which might not be so apparent on a plain reading. And as the judgment of White J indicates, such a task is not impossible in this case.

Conclusion
Regardless of the judicial or legislative aftermath of the Supreme Court's finding in Totani, the tide is most unlikely to turn against the penchant of Australian governments for preventative measures such as control orders. NSW can probably be confident that its drafting of COCA avoids the extreme elements which rendered its SA counterpart vulnerable to the 'constitutional guard-dog' of the Kable doctrine. Nothing in Totani suggests that any deficiencies of process around the use of control orders cannot be remedied so as to comply with constitutional imperatives. The hope that the separation and quality of judicial power might, as a matter of principle, frustrate laws which harness courts to the preventative project of the State must be seen as well and truly dashed.

There is a certain irony in all this since, while the political class appears enamoured of such innovative measures, police are discernibly unenthusiastic about actually using them. Only one declaration was made in SA and to date none has been sought in NSW, despite the COCA having been rushed through Parliament with indecent haste. Similarly, the Commonwealth's terrorism control orders have been applied to only two individuals, both post-trial and with no order currently in force. Limited use of these laws highlights nothing but their unnecessary nature. Quite apart from their latent potential for misuse, they are highly corrosive of core legal values and incongruous in a liberal democratic state. The lack of stronger judicial resistance to these measures as they have unfolded in recent years is to be lamented.
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